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Our approach
Proactive. Personalized. Positive.

As we all continue to do our part to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, more commonly 
known as ‘coronavirus’, the staff and management at Kenny’s Pond have been working 
around the clock to ensure not only the health, safety and security of our residents and the 
teams that support them, but also alleviating the anxiety and stress that this unprecedented 
situation has wrought in our community.

This update is part of our conThis update is part of our continuing mission to inform and reassure family and friends of 
Kenny’s Pond residents of the myriad of measures, protocols and precautions that we have 
implemented to safeguard both our community and the tireless teams devoted to their 
protection, care and comfort. 

 

Our Kenny’s Pond community is large, encompassing 115 suites providing various levels of 
care ranging from Independent Living (41% of our resident population) to Assisted Living (39% 
of residents spread over 3 different levels of care). With each and every resident, our staff are 
working extremely hard to provide the optimal level of service, support and protection, always 
with care, compassion & competence.



Our commitment is complete

COVID-19 has affected all our lives, both outside our Kenny’s Pond community and inside. We 
are all discovering a new normal as we navigate this unprecedented challenge to our lives and 
the measures we must take not only to protect ourselves but those we love. We know this 
goes beyond ensuring that our living environments are as clean as we can make them, it 
means keeping ourselves busy, engaged and active, avoiding feelings of stress, anxiety and 
isolation. 

At KennyAt Kenny’s Pond, that has always meant that our commitment to the welfare of your loved 
ones is complete - from their safety and care, to the surfaces they touch, to the activities and 
programs that keep them happy and engaged, to that ever-present support and 
encouragement they need, especially in times like this. The changes and enhanced services we 
have put in place are both extensive and evolving, always with a keen focus on the welfare of 
all our residents and the teams of dedicated staff that support them.

TTo appreciate what exactly that entails for your loved ones, we thought we would provide an 
overview of some of these new measures and protocols.

 

A ring of protection

COVID-19 is an insidious virus and much is still unknown about how it can be transmitted. To 
ensure our community is optimally protected, Kenny’s Pond has instituted a multitude of 
protocols and procedures reaching every aspect of our day-to-day operations.

Screening & Security Protocols
While Kenny’s Pond is presently closed to visitors, our daily screening procedures are 
extensive: 

for each and every stafor each and every staff member, we have instituted rigid self monitoring guidelines and 
daily screening tools, including temperature measurement of all staff members before 
entering the Kenny’s Pond complex;
in circumstances of palliative or end of life care, external caregivers are limited in 
number (no more than 1 in our facility at any one time) and all caregivers must submit to 
our screening regimen, including mandatory temperature monitoring;



our facility doors are always locked and we monitor each and every person that enters, 
with each person submitting to a temperature measurement, including paramedics;
any resident who ventures outside the Kenny’s Pond complex for medical treatments or 
emergencies must submit to these same rigid protocols and mandatory temperature 
measurements before being allowed to re-enter the complex;
as well, any and all deliveries to Kenny’s Pond are processed through our receiving door 
- no delivery personnel are permitted within our complex:
even even resident laundry that was previously serviced by family members is being looked 
after in-house free of charge.

Cleaning Protocols
The uncertainty surrounding COVID-19 and its ability to survive on ordinary surfaces has 
introduced a heightened attention to how we clean our every day environments and common 
touch points. At Kenny’s Pond, our already rigorous maintenance and cleaning procedures 
have been reinforced, both in application and frequency: 

we have dramawe have dramatically increased the frequency of cleaning & disinfection of all common 
areas and touch point surfaces, with even extra attention given to high traffic areas like 
our Reception Desk, Kenny’s Café, Lounge, Gym & Games Room;
we’ve employed more aggressive chemicals for all surface cleaning and disinfecting;
touch surfaces like resident door knobs disinfected daily;
frequent touch points like all handrails are disinfected 2-3 times daily;
all common area washrooms cleaned and disinfected 2-3 times daily;
adadditional hand sanitizers have been distributed throughout the facility and are checked 
on a regular basis and refilled when needed;
additional tissue boxes have been placed in all common areas;
we are in daily communication with our suppliers regarding housekeeping product 
supply chains and delivery schedules;
but we have additional supplies available allowing for market demands and supply chain 
challenges.



Social & Wellness Programming/Recreation Activities
During this troubling period of COVID-related restrictions, it has never been more important for 
our residents to remain active and socially engaged. Our social & wellness programs and 
recreation activities at Kenny’s Pond will not only continue, but will be dramatically enhanced, 
thanks in no small part to the dedication of our recreation staff and the support of our 
management team: 

our teams aour teams are actively helping residents in setting up virtual visits with family/friends via 
Facetime on their phones, tablets, or through our computer stations on our 5th floor;
we have developed a suite of small group activities including art therapy, bingo, word 
games, and in-house fitness. Groups are kept limited to ensure proper physical distancing;
we have continued our popular movie nights, though with the help of our “social 
distancing buddies” (we have placed posters in many of our theatre seats to ensure our 
residents adhere to proper physical distancing);
our our recreation team has also been screening weekly church services, streamed live in our 
theatre. While these services have proven to be very popular, we still have our “social 
distancing buddies” in place to ensure physical distancing:
each floor at Kenny’s Pond has a Leisure Lounge with a variety of games, puzzles and 
immersive engagement tools;
our recreation coordinators have developed an extremely popular series of light fitness 
classes. Groups are always limited in size to ensure physical distancing; 
our our recreation team have been completing wellness checks with residents of Kenny’s Pond 
– with face to face contact with every resident. They will continue this outreach every 
Monday, Wednesday & Fridays, engaging residents (especially those who have recently 
opted out of recreational programs) with friendly visits and even performing some favorite 
traditional songs to engage and uplift spirits; 
Kenny’s Pond has also taken delivery of a new cross training recumbent fitness bike - an 
absolute plus for residents suffering from circulation issues, muscle stiffness and tension;
our gym and common aour gym and common areas are thoroughly cleaned and sanitized everyday by our 
recreation, housekeeping and maintenance teams. As well, all supplies, tables and chairs 
are completely cleaned and sanitized after each session, before the next group uses them. 
That means every keyboard, bingo card, pool table cue, even lead pencils, are all sanitized 
after every use;
and we have set up a Hydration Station in our Kenny’s Café to ensure residents have 
additional access to hydration sources.

 



Kitchen/Dining Room Protocols
In high density areas like our Kitchens and Dining Room, Kenny’s Pond has always maintained 
stringent cleaning, maintenance and disinfection practices to ensure the health and safety of 
our residents and staff. Ensuring that everything that can be done will be done in this evolving 
time of COVID-19, we have instituted a host of additional measures:

as wias with all Kenny’s Pond employees, our kitchen staff are screened each and every day 
when entering our facility, including temperature monitoring;
like all our deliveries to Kenny’s Pond, all our food deliveries are processed through our 
receiving door - no delivery personnel are permitted to enter our facility;
to ensure social distancing, Kenny’s Pond has altered the floor plan of our Dining Room 
limiting the number of people dining at any one time, with only 2 people permitted per 
table and employing seating positions that are across from each other;
exisexisting utensil cleansing/sterilization practices will continue as always, though all linen 
tablecloths and napkins have been removed to facilitate extensive cleaning after every 
table service;
to encourage additional hydration, we have added juices in assorted flavours to all meal 
deliveries;
meal service trays that are delivered to resident suites now feature pre-wrapped cutlery 
packs instead of flatware;
KennyKenny’s Pond now offers residents the option of meal service delivery free of charge;
all meal delivery staff, whether in our Dining Room or to resident suites, employ 
disposable gloves at all times;
all surfaces are deep cleaned and sanitized after each meal service;
all staff entering our kitchens are well practiced in proper hand hygiene - not only 
frequently cleaning their hands with soap and water but also in the liberal use of hand 
sanitizers;
our cuour culinary staff have received formal training and certification in safe food handling;  
facility & kitchen management have procured additional meal delivery service supplies in 
the unlikely case of the Dining Room closing to seated dining; 
however the Private Dining Room has been closed; 
residents are kept up to date on all changes and new protocols through internal memos, 
posted signs and message board updates.



Medical Team Procedures
Rarely have we truly appreciated the essential role of doctors, nurses and their armies of 
support staff more than we do now. Kenny’s Pond has always been very proud of the top tier 
medical talent we have on our team and very thankful for their enormous contribution to 
ensuring our community receives the very best of care.

Like many of our daily habits & customs, Like many of our daily habits & customs, the present crisis surrounding COVID-19 has altered 
some medical routines within Kenny’s Pond, but you can be assured that:

all our consulting physicians continue practicing as very valued members of our internal 
medical team at Kenny’s Pond;  
all our physicians maintain regular communications with our nursing team and vice versa;
we have increased our nursing staff to provide additional care and support where 
required;
while doctorwhile doctor’s rounds are still continuing, they are continuing in a different capacity.
Rounds are being conducted in smaller numbers and our physicians, with the assistance 
of our experienced nursing professionals, have also begun virtual rounds (with the use of 
iphone/ipad and conference calls) for our residents so their care needs can continue to 
be met, no matter the circumstances;
all our physicians are available for in-person consultations in the case of urgent 
circumstances and emergencies should the need arise;
as wias with all employees and management at Kenny’s Pond, all visiting physicians 
participate in our screening & monitoring programs before entering our facility.

Kenny’s Pond’s team of medical professionals, including Registered Nurses (RNs) and Licensed 
Practical Nurses (LPNs), are consulted regularly on the battery of procedures and protocols we 
have enacted to ensure the health and security of our community. As the situations evolves, so 
will the response of our teams in safeguarding our residents and the staff that support and 
care for them.



The center of our universe

Our residents. They are the reason we do what we do. Every measure we take, every protocol 
we put in place, is always with safeguarding their health and wellbeing in mind. They are truly 
the center of our universe. Throughout this crisis, Kenny’s Pond has been a proactive advocate 
for all our residents. It is why we employed precautionary measures from the very onset of this 
unprecedented emergency and why we continue to innovate in our protective strategies each 
and every day. 

We do our best in trying to communicate how we are all getting on while adapting to the new 
realities presented by the COVID-19 threat. We know how important this is to all the family 
and friends of our residents. Our first priority in our communications strategies is always our 
residents and the hard working teams that are supporting them in this time of crisis. As you 
might imagine, this is no small task. Our entire management team has been working around 
the clock to maintain these direct, one-on-one connections with all our residents - to help 
alleviate their fears, reassure them that we are doing everything possible to keep them safe, to 
educate them on what they need to do so that they can effectively play their part, to assess



their health - both physically and mentally, and even to find out if there is anything they need 
outside the facility so that we can make arrangements to secure them. 

Since closing our Since closing our residences to visitors, we have also  implemented further measures for a 
smaller group of residents who live independently. These residents are considered a little 
more vulnerable due to enhanced anxiety/depression, loneliness, have slight cognitive 
impairments and/or may be somewhat reserved in seeking assistance. Our Management & 
Nursing Teams have been individually assigned regular check-ins with these residents and will 
monitor them on a regular basis to ensure their care and social wellness needs are maintained. 
We are also reaching out to the families of this smaller resident group to provide updates and 
wiwill continue to do so moving forward.

No matter what plan they have with Kenny’s Pond, no matter what level of care they 
have in place, every resident enjoys this heightened level of attention and care. It is the 
only way we can all get through this happy, whole and safe. And it’s a commitment that 
everyone here at Kenny’s Pond takes very seriously.

You have a part to play, too. A very important part. If you have any questions, concerns or 
even just want a general update on your loved one, just reach out to us. Our main Reception 
Desk (709) 738-1611 is available 8:30am to 8:30pm to answer your questions or connect you 
with a member of our management team best equipped to provide you with the information 
you are looking for. Or you can reach out to us by email at info@kennypondresidence.com. 
We will get back to you as quickly as we can. 

MoMore importantly, we need you to reach out to your loved ones. Constantly. This crisis has 
shaken all of us. We are working tirelessly to mitigate the stress and fear your loved ones may 
be feeling (like all of us) but that consistent reminder that you are thinking of them is worth 
everything to them. And everything to us. 



Saluting our own heroes

Our employees truly are our heroes. They are vital to ensuring we provide the level of care and 
service which Kenny’s Pond is renowned for. They show their commitment in everything they 
do, each and every day, regardless of the stress and uncertainties that COVID-19 has wrought. 

So we take caSo we take care of them - so that they can continue to take care of our residents. We closely 
monitor our staff levels daily, to ensure that the everyday needs of our community are met and 
safeguard the health and wellbeing of our employees. We communicate with all our staff, from 
one-on-one talks to team meetings each and every day. These connections, and the genuine 
concern and care that underlies them, have never been more important than now. Our team 
understands the importance of their roles and how much their efforts mean to our community.

They aThey are one of the main reasons we will all transcend our present challenges, to discover even 
brighter and happier days ahead.



We are always here for our residents - and for you.

As we move forward, know that we are always here, not only for our beloved residents, but for 
your peace of mind. We are doing our best to keep you updated as this unprecedented 
situation evolves and once again encourage you to always stay in touch with your loved ones.

Please feel free to share this document with members of your family and friends, so that they 
can also have the reassurance that everything that can be done is being done to keep our 
community healthy, happy and secure.

It baIt bares repeating that if you have any questions, concerns or even just want a general update 
on your loved one, just reach out to us. Our main Reception Desk (709) 738-1611 is available 
8:30am to 8:30pm to answer your questions or connect you with a member of our 
management team best equipped to provide you with the information you are looking for. Or 
you can reach out to us by email at info@kennypondresidence.com. We will get back to you 
as quickly as we can. 


